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“With many consumers continuing to take a cautious
attitude towards spending, it comes as little surprise that
there are high expectations on ethnic venues to justify their
value by offering something tangibly different, including
dishes deemed too complex to make at home or ones which
focus on highly skilled cooking methods.”
– Trish Caddy, Senior Foodservice Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:
•
•
•

Celebrate trying something new
Are ethnic restaurants losing out to people cooking at home?
Do consumers seek out restaurants that specialise in complex dishes?

Nearly half of those who visit/order food from ethnic restaurants say they are cooking ethnic foods at
home more often than a year ago. Although this may cause some people to substitute restaurant/
takeaway meals with their own creations, consumers’ desire to try more experimental flavours should
be good news for the industry on balance.
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Diners feel the pinch when eating out

Overall Usage
Three in four Brits eat ethnic cuisines out of home
Figure 24: Overall usage of ethnic eateries, November 2018
More Brits order takeaways than eat in at ethnic restaurants
Figure 25: Overall usage of ethnic eateries, November 2018
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Figure 26: Venues visited/ordered from, November 2018
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…but lags behind in takeaway usage
Figure 28: Venues visited/ordered from, November 2018
Southeast Asian and Mexican on a par as third most popular cuisines
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Figure 29: Southeast Asian venues visited, by any ethnic venues visited, November 2018
…Mexican to improve eat-in experiences
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Londoners fuel demand for lesser-known ethnic cuisines
Figure 31: Any eaten in or ordered takeaway, by those living in Inner and Greater London, November 2018
Middle Eastern
Caribbean
Japanese
South American
Figure 32: Examples of South American street food, 2018
Under-45s eat in at two or more ethnic venues
Figure 33: Repertoire of types of ethnic venues visited to eat in, November 2018
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Figure 34: Repertoire of types of ethnic venues visited to order takeaway, November 2018

Days of the Week Usage
Saturdays attract highest participation
Figure 35: Days of the week usage for ethnic restaurants/takeaways out-of-home occasions, November 2018
Friday takeaways cannibalise dine-in sales
Potential for Korean dishes to become weekday staple
Figure 36: Days of the week usage for eating in, by any cuisine types, November 2018
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Mexican venues should focus on Saturday takeaway trade
Figure 37: Days of the week usage for ordering takeaway, by any cuisine types, November 2018

Meal Occasions
Millennials are more likely to consider ethnic meals at all dayparts
Figure 38: Ethnic restaurants/takeaways out-of-home meal occasions, November 2018
One in four eat in at ethnic venues for lunch
Figure 39: Any meal occasions for eating in, by any cuisine type, November 2018
Room for ethnic breakfast to grow
Figure 40: Example of ethnic breakfast, 2018
Lunch takeaways led by Londoners
Figure 41: Click-and-collect/takeout at Wagamama, 2019
Push lesser-known cuisines into delivery
Figure 42: Meal occasions for ordering takeaway, by cuisine type, November 2018
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Price of food main barrier to usage
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Preference to cook at home bodes well for supermarkets
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Ethnic food fails to grip older diners
No time to dine in

Interest in Ethnic Foods
Most turn to familiar dishes to try new flavours
Figure 45: Interest in ethnic foods, November 2018
More can be done to normalise eating raw fish
Figure 46: Interest in ethnic foods, November 2018
Men under 35 are more experimental with new ethnic foods
Foodie-ism drives interest in new flavours
Figure 47: Interest in ethnic food trends, by ethnic venues visited, November 2018

Eating Out Behaviours
Target birthdays and special occasions
Figure 48: Eating out behaviours, November 2018
Diners feel the pinch when eating out
Figure 49: Eating out behaviours, by eating out behaviours, November 2018
Home cooking should be good news for ethnic restaurants/takeaways
Heating up ready meals
Learning to scratch cook
Figure 50: Ready, Set... Cook! Beef Chow Mein Stir Fry Meal Kit by Aldi (private label), UK, November 2018
Figure 51: Eating out behaviours, by eating out behaviours, November 2018
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Dads are the most confident cooks – CHAID Analysis
Figure 52: Ethnic restaurants and takeaways – CHAID – Tree output, November 2018

Appendix – Data Sources, Abbreviations and Supporting Information
Abbreviations
Consumer research methodology
CHAID methodology
Figure 53: Ethnic restaurants and takeaways – CHAID – Table output, November 2018
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Figure 54: Best- and worst-case forecasts for UK ethnic restaurants and takeaways market, 2018-23
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Figure 56: Best- and worst-case forecasts for ethnic takeaway/home delivery market, 2018-23
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